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Dealing with dope
DO WAREHOUSE EMPLOYEES smoke weed? With StatsCan

reporting this year that 14 per cent of Canadians (or around
4.2 million people) reported using cannabis in the past three
months, and a whopping 56 per cent reported daily or weekly use,
it seems likely that many employees are toking.
Now that recreational marijuana is being legalized in Canada on
October 17 your response as an employer to workers who are high
on dope will have to change. Previously it could be a matter for the
police if you wanted to throw the book at a bad actor. But now that
possession and use is legal for those over 19 years of age, dealing
with a problem on your premises will be your problem.
How do you determine if a pot smoker is impaired? How do you
set limits on its use? What are the physical boundaries of the
workplace where its use is not allowed? When do you test employees?
These are all questions that need to be addressed in a corporate HR
policy in order to avoid issues like liability, accusations of wrongful
dismissal and more.
HR consulting firm Morneau Shepell has made recommendations
for employers about implementing a pot policy. You can read about
it on page 7, and hopefully what they are saying doesn’t come as a
complete shock to your organization.
Marijuana is posing challenges more specific to our supply chain
industry as well. With legalization comes legal distribution, and
there is a lot going on across the country as provincial governments
figure out how they will manage sale of a recreational drug.
Although it seemed logical to me to use a liquor distribution model,
that’s not the way it’s panning out. We explore the fascinating array
of differing approaches starting on page 20 (no, not 420).
As an employer, what are your concerns about marijuana
legalization? Does your company have a policy in place? What does it
look like?
As always, we are on the lookout for great supply chain stories.
If you’d like to share your ideas with the rest of our supply chain
community at Inside Logistics, please drop me a note at emily@
newcom.ca. I look forward to hearing from you.

DEALING DOPE. LEARN
HOW MARIJUANA WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED ACROSS THE
COUNTRY ON PAGE 20.
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| by MM&D Staff

Recreational marijuana legalized in Canada
Businesses urged to ensure HR policies are up to date
the fact that recreational marijuana is now
legal does not mean that it is acceptable
in the workplace. Just as alcohol is legal,
drinking at work generally is not common
practice. Policies banning illegal substances may need to be revised, along with
possible definitions of “workplace” to
include vehicles, remote workplaces or
even home offices, they advise.
Testing for marijuana use is a controversial
practice, especially because there is little
agreement about what constitutes impairment due to cannabis consumption.
However they note that it is “generally
acceptable for employers to require testing
following a workplace incident or accident
where impairment is suspected. Postincident or ‘reasonable cause’ testing is not
to be confused with ‘random’ testing.”
Morneau Shepell also recommends considering potential increases in substance
abuse with legalization of recreational
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CANADIAN BUSINESSES are being counseled
to ensure their HR policies are up to date with
the legalization of marijuana in October.
HR consulting firm Morneau Shepell is advising
companies to learn the new rules around pot
and make sure corporate policies reflect them.
“It is important to recognize that while medical
cannabis has been legal since 2001, the issue of
recreational access and use brings with it uncertainty for both employees and employers. This
requires employers to place a strong focus on using
workplace policies to control cannabis use, as they
can no longer rely on the argument that it is an
illegal substance,” Morneau Shepell said in its newsletter on September 24.
There are several main areas that employers should
consider, according to the consulting firm. First,

“While medical cannabis
has been legal since 2001,
the issues of recreational
access...brings uncertainty...
Employers need to place a
strong focus on using workplace
policies to control cannabis
use, as they can no longer rely
on the argument it is an
illegal substance.
– Morneau Shepell

cannabis, and the need to make programs available
to help employees manage. As well, firms should
examine whether medical cannabis be covered
under employee benefit plans.
For more coverage on the evolving cannabis landscape in Canada, read our feature (page 20) on how
various jurisdictions will be handling distribution.
INSIDE Logistics OCT O B E R 2018
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HYDROGEN

Port of LA to trial
hydrogen-fueled
vehicles
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Driver wages from gig economy jobs, such
as driving for Uber, have declined by 50
per cent since 2014, despite explosive
growth in transportation sector participation. Contrary to speculation that online
platforms are replacing traditional employment or represent the “future of work,”
the data show that many workers use
online platforms sporadically, and most
of these workers are not generating
enough income from platforms to replace
traditional employment.
These are just some of the findings in a
study, “The Online Platform Economy in
2018: Drivers, Workers, Sellers and Lessors”,
published by the JPMorgan Chase Institute,
which explores the growth and evolution
of the Online Platform Economy. Data was
collected from bank account deposit information in the United States.
“The Online Platform Economy has
become an important part of America’s
economy, but it’s not necessarily the future
of work, nor is it going to replace traditional employment any time soon,” said
Diana Farrell, president and CEO of the
JPMorgan Chase Institute.
“Even as new platforms force change in
the way Americans find temporary or contingent work, the Online Platform
Economy itself is undergoing radical transformation. This presents opportunities
for individuals looking to earn additional
income, but also presents unique challenges for policymakers looking to keep
up with the pace of technology.”

Photo: Emily Atkins, Editor

Gig economy stalling out

Wages for Uber drivers have
declined by 50 per cent since 2014.

To identify trends and differentiate the
types of work taking place in the platform
economy, the JPMorgan Chase Institute
has identified four different platform sectors: The transportation sector, in which
drivers transport people or goods; the
non-transport work sector, in which workers offer a growing variety of services
including dog walking, home repair, telemedicine, and many others; the selling
sector, in which independent sellers of
goods find buyers through online marketplaces; and the leasing sector, in which
lessors find lessees to rent homes, parking
spaces, and many other types of assets.
The gig has undergone significant transformation over the last five years. About
1.6 percent of families in the sample of
39 million account holders generated at
least some platform earnings in the first

quarter of 2018, up from 0.3 percent in
the first quarter of 2013.
The number of platforms in the
Institute’s sample exploded from 42 in its
2016 release to 128 in the current report.
Fifty-one of the 86 new platforms were in
the non-transport work sector, an additional 23 were in the transport sector, and
the remaining 12 were in the selling and
leasing sectors. Despite this growth in
quantity, those 86 new platforms accounted
for just 5.3 percent of total transaction
volume in 2017.
The transportation sector is driving
growth in the Online Platform Economy,
dwarfing all other sectors and platforms.
In 2012, the beginning of the report’s
sample, selling platforms accounted for
67 percent of transaction volume and
continued on page 8

U.S. SMALL BUSINESSES SUPPORT FREE TRADE
SMALL BUSINESS LEADERS increasingly view U.S. participation

in global trade as the way to improve the overall economy and
create jobs, according to results of the fourth FedEx Trade
Index, a survey of more than 1,000 small business leaders which
tracks the impact of international trade among the small business segment of the U.S. economy.
The survey found a substantial majority of U.S. small business
leaders (82 per cent) see increasing U.S. trade as beneficial to
the overall economy, up from 76 per cent earlier this year, and
two out of the three also say the U.S. risks falling behind if not
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included in trade agreements.
When asked about the impact of tariffs on imports from
China, two out of three small business leaders worry the tariffs
will mean higher prices on consumer items, and three out of
five say the impact on business will be negative.
“Tariffs can restrict global trade and economic growth,” said
Raj Subramaniam, executive vice-president, chief marketing
and communications officer, FedEx Corp. “FedEx supports
lowering trade barriers so our customers can remain competitive
in an increasingly global marketplace.”
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Gig economy stalling out, continued from page 7
transportation platforms accounted for
7.5 percent. By March 2018, selling platforms accounted for 17 percent of transaction volume and transportation
platforms accounted for 55 percent.
Few earn enough on platforms to replace
traditional employment. Those who have
assets available to lease see the greatest

revenue potential. Among those who have
participated in the Online Platform
Economy at any point in a year, average
platform earnings represent no more than
20 percent of total observed take home
income in any month of that year.
In the leasing sector, monthly earnings
are almost double the other three sectors
(selling, transportation and non-labour
transport), and the top 10 percent of earn-

ers generate over US$4,500 in revenue
per month. As of March 2018, median
earnings in all but the leasing sector
remain below $1,000 per month.
Average monthly earnings in the transportation sector fell by 53 percent between
2014 and 2018. Half of drivers in the first
quarter of 2014 were earning $900 or more
per month on transportation platforms,
but the fraction of drivers earning that
much in the first quarter of 2018 was less
than 25 per cent.

Port of LA funded for
hydrogen trial
The Port of Los Angeles has received
US$41 million for the Zero-Emission and
Near Zero-Emission Freight Facilities
(ZANZEFF) project. The total project cost
for this initial phase is $82.5 million.
The ZANZEFF project – proposed with
support from Toyota, Kenworth, and Shell
– provides a large-scale “shore to store”
plan and a hydrogen fuel-cell-electric technology framework for freight facilities to
structure operations for future goods
movement.
The first phase will include 10 new
zero-emissions hydrogen fuel-cell-electric
Class 8 on-road trucks on the Kenworth
T680 platform.
Second, two new large capacity heavyduty hydrogen fueling stations will be
developed by Shell in Wilmington and
Ontario, California. Third, expanded use
of zero-emissions technology in off-road
and warehouse equipment, including the
first two zero-emissions yard tractors, as
well as the expanded use of zero-emissions
forklifts at Toyota’s port warehouse.
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Compliance a struggle in dangerous goods shipping
Dangerous goods (DG) professionals ﬁnd it challenging to keep
up with regulations. More than 50 per cent reported having this
issue in a recent study conducted by LabelMaster, International
Air Transport Association (IATA), and Hazardous Cargo Bulletin.
As well, 15 per cent were not conﬁdent that they could ensure
DG regulatory compliance across their entire organization, and
13 per cent were unsure that they could. And, 58 per cent feel
that even if they follow the regulations perfectly there is a chance
their shipments will be stopped.
“Shipping dangerous goods is complex and high-risk, and
those responsible for compliance have an increasingly critical
job,” said Rob Finn, vice-president of marketing and product
management, Labelmaster.
The 2018 Global Dangerous Goods Conﬁdence Outlook survey
was conducted to gain insight into how organizations around
the globe approach DG shipping and handling, and the challenges they face. Findings were presented on September 5 at
the 2018 Dangerous Goods Symposium in Rosemont, Illinois.
The survey found the greatest challenges to compliance are
budget constraints (28 per cent); company leadership not aware
of risk (21 per cent); insufﬁcient or ineffective training (19 per
cent); lack of technology (17 per cent); difﬁculty in keeping up
with changing regulations (15 per cent).
Those responsible for DG face an uphill battle – not only in
meeting evolving regulations, but also in overcoming inadequate
infrastructure and training. Technology is critical to the supply
chain, and signiﬁcantly improves efﬁciency, speed, accuracy and
more. And even with a number of technology resources available,
28 per cent of DG professionals are still doing everything
manually.
Furthermore, 15 per cent believe their company infrastructure’s
ability to quickly adapt to regulatory and supply chain changes
is “lagging behind the industry”, 65 per cent said it is “current,
but need updating”, and 21 per cent believe it is “advanced –
ahead of the industry.”
The need for improvement extends to training as well. Onequarter of respondents feel their company’s training does not
adequately prepare people within the organization to comply
with DG shipping regulations. In many cases, the scope of employees being trained needs to be expanded. In fact, 67 per cent of
respondents believe DG training should be extended to other
departments across their company.
Respondents pointed out that many companies’ attitude
towards compliance often does not reflect its true value.
According to the survey 16 per cent indicated that DG compliance is not a major priority for their company; 54 per cent wish
their companies would understand that supply chain and DG
shipping management could be a differentiator; 27 per cent
think their company’s investment to support DG compliance is
“not adequate to meet current needs”; and, 28 per cent believe
their company complies “only because regulations mandate it,
and adhere to minimum requirements,” while 48 per cent believe
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their company “goes beyond requirements,” and 23 per cent
view compliance as a “competitive advantage.”
Investment in infrastructure and training is critical to enabling
DG professionals to do their jobs effectively and efﬁciently, and
whether their budgets have increased, decreased or stayed the
same, DG professionals desire additional support. When asked
how they would prioritize ﬁnancial support from their organization: more effective training (42 per cent); technology for
better supply chain efﬁciency and compliance (29 per cent);
wider access to the latest regulatory resources and manuals (18
per cent); additional headcount (12 per cent).

π
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MOVERS + SHAKERS

Don Krusel has been appointed managing
director of the Port of Québec’s project to
build a container terminal. Krusel was the
president and CEO of the Prince Rupert Port
Authority for 25 years. Since retiring from
the Port of Prince Rupert in September 2017,
he has worked as a consultant and was a
member of QPA’s expert panel on the
creation of a deepwater container terminal.
With this appointment, Krusel will be fully
engaged in managing the container
terminal—a major expansion project for the
Port of Québec.
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TECSYS Inc. has appointed Jeromie
Atkinson as senior director, supply chain.
Bringing more than two decades of strategic
customer-focused experience and extensive
knowledge of the healthcare supply chain,
both as an internal transformation agent and
external business partner, Atkinson will lead
TECSYS’ supply chain product marketing
team across verticals. He joins the company
from UPMC and Intermountain Healthcare.
In parallel to his professional experience,
Atkinson has helped to advance the
academic dialog around supply chain at both
the undergraduate and graduate level in the
capacity of adjunct professor at both the
University of Utah and Weber State
University.

Steven Leavengood has joined Interroll as
vice-president sales and service, US. He has
worked for over 20 years in the material
handling, automation, and intralogistics
fields. His focus has been sales management,
business development, and strategy for
leading manufacturers and integrators such
as Swisslog, Telelift, and Knapp. During his
career, Leavengood also has lived overseas,
including seven years in Dubai as Swisslog’s
Managing Director for the Middle East and
Africa.
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CETA – Canada’s trade with Europe one year later
Signed in October 2016, CETA, the
Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement between Canada and the
European Union has now been in effect
a year, as it was provisionally implemented
on September 21st, 2017.
Most of its provisions are in effect since
that date, particularly the reduction of
tariffs or Customs duties, the opening of
government procurement, the mutual
recognition of standards and the facilitation of the movement of professionals.
It’s a great tool for Canadian businesses
to expand their export markets as well as
their supplier base, thereby lessening our
dependence on the United States.
While its overall impact, particularly on
services and investment is hard to measure
at this relatively early stage, looking at our
statistics on the trade of goods with the
EU should tell us how popular CETA is
with Canadian exporters. There are different ways to calculate exports but the
figures commonly quoted by Global Affairs
Canada indicate European exporters have
been faster than us, as up to July 2018,
Canadian exports to the EU have grown
by a mere one per cent while our imports
from the EU have increased by a whopping
12 per cent.
Of course, Canadian businesses have
their eyes riveted on what’s happening
with NAFTA, since so much of our trade
is with the U.S. and this explains why they
have not yet rushed to the conquest of the
European market. Ironically, for European
businesses, the Canadian market is small
but still has good potential, as we are so
close to the huge U.S. market.
Whatever the reason for the current
imbalance, it is interesting to look at what’s
happening at the individual country level.
Canadian exports to the UK, by far our first
European market, were down three per
cent, as we exported $15.240 billion worth
of goods there from September 2017 to
July 2018, compared to $15.789 the year
before. Exports to our third European
market, France, were down eight per cent
from $3.085 billion to $2.827 billion and
to Belgium down five per cent from $2.674
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billion to $2.537 billion.
On the plus side of the ledger, exports
to our second European market, Germany,
were up six per cent, from $3.358 billion
to $3.556 billion. Exports to the
Netherlands were up 23 per cent from
$2.420 billion to $2.965 billion, and those
to Italy climbed by 19 per cent from $2.120
billion to $2.536 billion.
Canadian exports with notable growth
included aluminium, automobile parts,
chemicals, cranberries, and maple syrup.
Most of these products are exported by
ocean and the port of Montréal, Canada’s
gateway to Europe, reported a four per

cent growth in its European container
traffic from January to August 2018 versus
the same period in 2017.
As to CETA’s final implementation, twelve
European countries out of 28 have ratified
it, the latest one being Austria in June 2018.
The process continues, albeit slowly. Its
only provisions that are pending final ratification of all EU member parliaments
concern investor-state dispute settlement
and portfolio investment.
Meantime, trade remains wide open
under CETA’s provisional implementation
and our exporters should bring Europe
closer to the top of their agenda.

DONE DEALS
Volvo Cars has selected
Ottawa, Ontario-based
Kinaxis to assist in the
transformation of its global
supply chain to better
enable volume forecasting
and production planning
processes. Using Kinaxis’s
RapidResponse, Volvo Cars
will model the complexities
of its global automotive
manufacturing processes
and use the product’s
concurrent scenario

planning and real-time
collaboration capabilities to
help optimize its supply
chain.
Electronic component
manufacturer Phoenix
Contact (Blomberg,
Germany) has awarded
their small parts warehouse
(AS/RS) automation and
expansion project to
Witron Logistik + Informatik
GmbH. The expansion will

take place at Phoenix
Contact’s warehouse and
will be done by the third
quarter of 2020. Witron will
add 10 new multi-function
ergonomic workstations,
bringing the warehouse
total to 31. Witron’s IT
system will automatically
determine the correct
shipping container for each
order. The system will be
able to process more than
2,000 order lines per hour.
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oodfood sells a meal
The company began in
kit in a box, delivered
Montreal, where it still
to your door, comkeeps its headquarters, as
plete with instructions and
the brainchild of Jonathan
every item you’ll need to
Ferrari, Neil Cuggy and
make a nutritious, gourRaffi Krikorian, who were
met meal.
all working in the banking
It’s a beautiful niche,
industry, and were fed up
combining a number of
with the bureaucracy.
trends that dominate our
Cuggy picks up the story in
Jonathan Ferrari
Raffi Krikorian
Neil Cuggy
lives – the foodie obsesan interview with Inside
sion, online ordering and
Logistics: “I think we realfood delivery. The founders of Goodfood up in 2014, but they could not have antic- ized that we wanted to do something for
(Goodfood Market Corp) were confident ipated the phenomenal uptake of their ourselves. We’re all passionate about
they had a good model when they started service.
food, passionate about technology, and
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Above and below: Goodfood workers portion ingredients for each meal and assemble the elements into shipping boxes.

this business is extremely data-intensive,
so it kind of fits a lot of the things that
we really liked to spend our days doing
and thinking about.”
Grocery delivery was non-existent in
Montreal four years ago, he says, so that
was where they decided to focus. Over
about three months the entrepreneurs
began testing out different business models, using friends and family as their
guinea pigs. Cuggy says when they realized
the traction this type of business had
achieved in the United States and Europe,
“it got us even more excited about the
opportunity.”
From the very beginning the company
experienced rapid growth. Their first
location, opened on January 1, 2015, was
close to the Atwater farmers’ market in
Montreal, in a 1,500-square-foot space.
Cuggy laughs now about the operational
issues they experienced at start-up: “We
could go in the morning, pick up what
we needed, and if we were missing anything in the middle of the day, we could
go back very easily. I had a little Fiat 500
at the time, which was not the best delivery vehicle, so we were shoving food in
there and then transforming it really
quickly and getting it out.”

“We quickly
learned that you
shouldn’t be on
the second floor if
you are shipping
pallets.”
– Neil Cuggy

Growing pains
He recounts how they were basically out
of space within six months, and he would
buy fridges on Kijiji or Craigslist every
weekend to continue to keep up with the
growth. “We didn’t have a walk-in,” he
adds. “The walls that were just lined with
residential fridges, basically, and freezers,
for some of the ice packs.”
They also learned the hard way that a
production facility on the second floor
was not a great idea. “We quickly learned
that you shouldn’t be on the second floor
if you’re shipping pallets. And you’re in
a shared building, so you’re annoying all
the neighbors. We’re overflowing with
garbage, we’re overflowing with recycling,
all that stuff.”
Next stop, in February 2016, Goodfood
moved to a 15,000 square foot facility, with
a proper walk-in refrigerator, a freezer
and a jump from 25 to 150 employees.
Cuggy points out that part of the reason
for starting so small was funding. In the
first year the business was entirely selffunded by the three co-founders’ life savings, while their spouses supported them.
In the fall of 2015 they raised about $1
million from three outside investors, which
enabled the February 2016 move.
continued on page 15
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“We focus on
the packaging of
the food and
maintaining
refrigeration in
the box we
ship in...
– Neil Cuggy

distribution operation in Calgary, which
opened in April, and serves the four western provinces. They employ 150 in the
office and about 650 production staff,
across the country.

Images: Emily Atkins

Operational challenges

Goodfood recently introduced automation to portion dry ingredients. Lower right: Insulated
liners in the shipping box are customized to suit the season.

At this time they were shipping out about
150,000 to 250,000 meals a month. But
the orders kept coming and space was
getting tight again. With their finance
savvy, the founders decided it was time to
look for more capital. And in May 2018,
after securing other investment, they completed a public offering and issued
4,000,000 common shares for gross proceeds of $10,000,000.
The company’s main production is now
housed in an 85,000-square foot-facility,
with a front office and massive, temperature-controlled production facility. Cuggy
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says they plan to take over the second half
of the building – another 75,000 sq. ft. – to
accommodate continuing expansion.
Goodfood is sending out over one million
meals a month now, to 89,000 subscribers
across Canada. In May 2017 the company
had just 23,000, so that growth is
substantial.
Cuggy believes they can produce and
distribute two to two-and-a-half million
meals in the current space. The Montreal
DC serves Ontario, Quebec and the
Maritimes. Part of the public offering capital was dedicated to opening a second

Shipping a million meals a month requires
some careful planning. And as Cuggy
notes, he and his partners started in the
business as finance guys, not operations
managers, so there have been some key
lessons learned. They also rely on help
from Deloitte, in the form of a couple
operations consultants who keep production and distribution moving.
The million meals a month breaks down
to an average of seven and a half per box,
135,000 deliveries a month or 30,00035,000 a week. The company uses regular
delivery services, not temperature-controlled vans, to get the meals to customers
in good condition. “We focus on the
packaging of the food and maintaining
refrigeration in the box that we ship in,

rather than maintaining refrigeration in
the reefer trailer or the delivery truck,”
he says.
That means they have a diverse pool of
continued on page 16
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logistics suppliers to choose from, as well
as saving costs: “A lot of the cold chain
logistics companies focus on pharmaceuticals, and the pharmaceutical price point
is so much higher, whereas people have
a fixed price that they’re going to pay for
food, so we can’t go much more than that.”
The key is the box they use, which was
developed by Cascades for use in perishables shipments. Customers can order

between six and 18 meals a week, meaning
a wide number of combinations that need
to be packed. Everything goes into one
of two box sizes Goodfood uses, packed
on top of single use cold packs. Depending
on the season, the liner of the box is
changed out for a thinner or thicker version. For now the packaging is recyclable
but not returnable, although Cuggy notes
that they are considering using returnable

totes, even though they entail a considerable increase in delivery complexity.

Suppliers
With 20 recipes available to customers,
and each sent out with all the required
ingredients, Goodfood has a diverse group
of suppliers to manage. The company
maintains relationships with 30 farms
across the country, as well as dealing with
“distributors, food brokers, manufacturers,
the guy that buys from two distributors,”
Cuggy says. “There’s so many layers in the
supply chain; as we’ve grown we’ve tried
to chip away at that and provide more
value to all the clients through the purchasing power that we have.”
Adding to the complexity is the fact that
the menu changes every week, with different cultural representation each time.
“One week we’ll have Indian dishes. The
next week we may not have Indian dishes.
It may be Mexican dishes. So it’s not the
same supplier that we’re going to, to get
Indian spices or naan bread as we are to
get corn tortillas or Mexican crema,”
Cuggy says.
The company deliberately works at cultivating and investing in smaller suppliers
who deliver specialty items like fresh pasta,
for example. “We say, ‘can you scale with
us? Do you need money?’ That it is the
stuff that the client actually values in the
long term,” he says.

Inventory control
They try to minimize the amount of stock
kept on hand, and keep orders as close
to actual demand as possible. “We receive
all of the orders from our clients and payment from our clients before placing
orders with any of our suppliers, so that
really allows us to grow to $100-plus million
[the company’s current sales], but not
with investing significantly in any inventory
or even in any infrastructure, because we
can say, “Okay, deliver spinach every six
hours for us.” We don’t have the room to
store more than two pallets,” Cuggy notes.
Food comes in to the facility on a 24-7
basis, and is turned over extremely quickly.
Cuggy says inventory control has never been
their strong suit, because it hasn’t needed
to be, with small quantities being quickly
broken down and packed into portions
then allocated to the dinner boxes.
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“There’s so many
layers in the supply
chain; as we’ve grown
we’ve tried to chip way
at that and provide more
value to all the clients
through the purchasing
power that we have.”
– Neil Cuggy

Production
Not everything is packed on the Goodfood
premises, but the amount that’s co-packed
elsewhere is small. It affords more flexibility Cuggy says, especially for the variable
items that go into the 150 menu SKUs
every week. “We have much more flexibility if we keep it in-house. For example,
Colavita does olive oil, balsamic vinegar,
red wine vinegar, white wine vinegar, but

if you want to put champagne vinegar on
the menu, you can’t get them to do it,
because their process isn’t set up for it,
they don’t have the flexibility, they don’t
have the supply chain. But we can buy it
and portion it in-house and get that value
to our clients in a much more effective
way. So we’ve decided to keep that flexibility right now.”
continued on page 19

“Because stuff comes in and out within
24 hours, it’s not like, ‘Where do I find
that?’. It’s, ‘Okay, this is the only pallet of
spinach we have, or the two.’”

The set-up
The quick turns also mean the facility goes
without racking, storing palletized goods
on the floor. Cuggy said it just didn’t make
sense to have people and equipment dedicated to loading and unloading fast-moving product into racking. For the next
phase, however, they are looking at a narrow-aisle solution.
In the production area, stainless steel
workstations are crowded with white-clad
workers, quickly processing ingredients
and packing meal boxes. It’s Friday, one
of the busiest days on the floor, preparing
meals for Saturday deliveries.
Nothing is fixed to the floor, everything
is modular. “The challenge that we have
always had is going from 200,000 to
400,000, to 500,000, to a million [meals],
so the layout today, if you come back in
six months, is not going to be this at all,
because we have had to re-adapt the space
and we have learned things,” Cuggy says.
So we put tape on the floor to make sure
that people stay within areas, but at the
same time we are going to have to rip it
all up and re-do it very, very quickly.”
The current building has some challenges, including a slightly awkward setup
requiring inbound loads to traverse the
production area for put-away. As well,
Cuggy notes that the building was not food
grade when they moved in, necessitating
significant upgrades for temperature control, smoothing out the floor and better
lighting. “ You need a certain level of luminosity for food grading,” he notes.
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Located in the Cornwall Business Park just minutes from two Highway
401 Interchanges, this site has been cleared and pre-serviced.
Electrical rates as much as 25% below Ontario Hydro.
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613 551-6715
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Keeping work
stations on the
production floor
modular and movable
has allowed Goodfood
to scale up to preparing
and delivering one
million meals
a month.

Future

Images: Emily Atkins

Top: Ingredients such as garlic cloves and nuts are portioned on site. Top right: bagged meals
are staged, ready to be added to shipping boxes. Above: Fruits and vegetables, such as these
red peppers, are individually inspected before being deemed acceptable for shipping to
subscribers.

They’re recently introduced automation
in the form of volumetric hoppers to portion items like grains and dried fruits. The
machines operate alongside staff who
inspect every piece of incoming produce
to an incredibly high standard. Unshipped
food is made available to staff; Cuggy says
most workers take home at least a bag of
groceries a week.
Each box contains the ingredients for
every meal, along with recipe cards.
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Everything is individually packed into
plastic bags, or deli containers, from spice
packs, to dry goods, to veggies and proteins. Cuggy says that plastic waste is one
of the main feedback points they hear
from customers, so they have moved to
branded plastic bags because “it doesn’t
feel like a piece of plastic as much if it is
just a ziploc bag.” Goodfood is working to
reduce the packaging feel in general, and
the impact, he says.

Cuggy and his colleagues started the business thinking it would serve young professionals like themselves, but they’ve
found a larger niche as those people grow
into family life and require larger more
complicated meals. As well, he notes that
empty-nesters are adopting the model
because they like to hobby cook, and
Goodfood makes it easy for them.
It’s not just urbanites buying the product,
but people in rural areas who have figured
out that Goodfood is often the only source
for some more exotic or unusual foods in
their area.
Ultimately, Goodfood is trading on the
notion that everybody has to eat, and tailoring it to current trends and demographics. As they note in their investor relations
materials, “The meal-kit subscription service industry is one of the fastest growing
industries in the world and remains relatively new in Canada.” That’s a nice niche
to own.
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DISTRIBUTING

DOPE

CANNABIS ACROSS CANADA, AS LEGALIZATION LOOMS

R

ecreational cannabis becomes
legal in Canada this October. That
means supply chains for distributing this product across the country
are gearing up.
But not all are created equal. Provincial
and territorial distribution strategies vary
widely, with some jurisdictions allowing
distribution and sales by licenced producers (LPs) and some retaining complete or partial control.

Ontario in flux
The newly elected Ontario government
announced in August that it will introduce a government-run online cannabis
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retail channel in October and will allow
recreational cannabis to be sold in private
stores by April 1, 2019. It’s a rather big
change from the previous government’s
plan to have government-run online and
in-store sales. This has no doubt caused
very busy times for the ‘Ontario Cannabis
Store’ (OCS) and the LCBO (Liquor
Control Board of Ontario), which oversees it, and neither have responded to
questions about cannabis distribution
challenges.
Meanwhile, the OCS will be the sole
supplier of recreational cannabis online
in the province, starting in October and
supplied by 26 LPs.

However, a signiﬁcant cannabis supply
chain development emerged in Ontario
in late August, announced by the world’s
largest cannabis ﬁrm, Canopy Growth.
The ﬁrm received a licence for a distribution centre that will serve as its hub
for business-to-business, medicinal and
recreational distribution across Canada.
It will also nearly double its growing
capacity at its Smiths Falls location, and
add an additional 223,200 square feet of
cultivation space at its majority-owned
Les Serres Vert Cannabis greenhouse in
Mirabel, Quebec. Canopy Growth has
over 2.7 million sq.ft. of existing licensed
growing capacity, several brands, and a
INSIDE Logistics OCT O B E R 2018

Below: Cannabis NB will run 20 stores across the province

network of licenses for retail stores in
some provinces. It is also currently building facilities in other locations as well.
Canopy Growth says the new DC will
play a central role in meeting demand
for medicinal and recreational cannabis
in an efﬁcient and cost-effective manner.
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The facility is over 80,000 sq. ft., was
designed by “distribution industry leaders” and is described by the company as
“truly the gold standard with fully automated high-speed packing and excise
stamp labelling lines.”
When asked if the DC is being put in

place because the new Ontario premier
is going to allow privately-run cannabis
stores in that province, Canopy Growth
spokesperson Carly Pickett responds with
a deﬁnite no. “The DC has always been
in our plans because other provinces are
planning private stores and it is also
needed to better manage the medical
side of things and online sales,” she
explains. “But we deﬁnitely feel that
Ontario having private retail stores is a
good idea.”
Deciding to locate the DC at the ﬁrm’s
Smith Falls headquarters was an easy one
for Canopy Growth. “We want to give
back to a community that supported us
from the start,” notes Pickett. “The community welcomed us with open arms in
2014 when most communities didn’t want
anything to do with cannabis. So, it felt
right to put it here. We have ofﬁces in big
cities like Toronto, but the centre of the
company is here.”
Canopy Growth currently has 750
employees in Smiths Falls, and is currently hiring 2,500 more workers this
year across Canada, mostly in the eastern
Ontario town. It’s 30 to 40 people every
week,” says Pickett. “We mostly hire
through our website. There are positions
in every kind of role.” That includes
stafﬁng for a brand new visitors’ centre
in Smiths Falls that opened to the public
on August 25th, which, even in its ﬁrst
few days hosted several tour buses.
The town of Smiths Falls is delighted
to be adding a huge new cannabis DC.
Chief administrative officer Malcolm
Morris notes his community has the land,
transportation network and utility capacity to support Canopy Growth’s rapidly-growing needs. “Smiths Falls is
strategically located in the centre of
Canada’s largest markets of Ottawa,
Toronto and Montreal,” he says. “We have
an extensive transportation network with
convenient ground transport options and
easy access to the 401, 416, 417 and
Highway 7. We are a hub within the
national rail network with both passenger
and freight service.”
He adds that Smiths Falls has an airport
with a 4,000-foot runway, and that the
community is also a “mere 45-minute
drive” to Ottawa International Airport.
continued on page 23
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And neither do we.
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notes that might undermine their
effectiveness.

Supply chain analysis

Canopy Growth has a license to distribute cannabis from its facility in Smiths Falls, Ontario.

Other provinces
Quebec, New Brunswick and PEI for
example, are having their liquor commissions manage online sales and dedicated retail stores.
It’s a similar scenario in Nova Scotia,
but cannabis will be sold in stores alongside alcohol. Yukon has conﬁrmed it will
use a public/private model for store and
online sales, with governmental distribution. Saskatchewan is allowing private
online and retail stores. Alberta will allow
dedicated private cannabis stores, but
online sales will be managed by its gaming and liquor commission.
BC’s cannabis supply chain will be similar,
but cannabis sold in any private store will
be purchased from LPs, stored and distributed to stores by the B.C. Liquor
Distribution Branch (BCLDB). Stores will
report their inventory to the agency every
month. So far, the BCLDB has signed memoranda of understanding with 31 LPs.
In Manitoba, stores and online sales
will be private, but both will be overseen
by the Manitoba Liquor & Lotteries
Corporation. Susan Harrison with that
agency’s communications and corporate
affairs department says her agency will
track product sales and “will work with
the supply chain to acquire, maintain
and report on the required records. We
are also implementing an audit program
to verify inventory movement throughout
the supply chain.”
In New Brunswick, crown corporation
Cannabis NB will run 20 stores. When
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“Seed-to-sale software,
shipping with tracking
numbers and tight
inventory management
standards are
demonstrably robust LP
obligations and function
perfectly...”
– Dan Sutton, Tantalus Labs

asked why distribution is better handled
by this agency instead of private ﬁrms,
spokesman Mark Barbour notes the
Cannabis NB planning team has spent a
great deal of time in the development of
supply chain systems and processes that
will mitigate risk.
“We’ve worked with qualiﬁed partners
to assess and determine our approach
and we have been closely following recommendations and requirements put
forward by Health Canada,” he explains.
“In terms of how this is handled, it comes
down to the time and thought any retailer
puts into the systems and processes they
put in place. We cannot comment on how
private ﬁrms are handling this – we can
only speak to the fact that we are comfortable with our approach and our processes, and that they will be consistent
across all our locations.”
Cannabis NB also cannot share speciﬁcs
on its supply chain processes, as Barbour

However, in the view of Dan Sutton, managing director at Vancouver-based cannabis
producer Tantalus Labs, private ﬁrms
should alone handle cannabis chain of
custody as they’ve solved the challenges of
security and more long ago. “Seed-to-sale
software, shipping with tracking numbers
and tight inventory management standards
are demonstrably robust LP obligations,
and function perfectly in Canada and other
jurisdictions,” he explains. “Distribution
monopolies are a novel experiment and
will inherently be throttled by the pace of
government. There are no public health
and safety advantages to monopoly distribution. Industry has proven they have this
handled.”
Sutton also has concerns about whether
large and smaller LPs will be treated fairly
in government distribution models
because sales agreements are likely to
hinge on volume and price – mechanisms
that favour larger producers. However,
for his part, Barbour in NB does not necessarily think that centralized provincial
governmental distribution jeopardizes
the competitiveness of smaller cannabis
producers or new industry entrants.
“All retailers need to work with LPs to
prepare what we believe will be a solid
portfolio offering good options for legalization on October 17th,” he says. “It is
true most of the producers who are currently licensed tend to be larger; however,
after legalization, customers’ preferences
will drive portfolio evolution.”
As to whether anything learned from
the distribution and storage of alcohol
can be applied to the cannabis supply
chain, Barbour reports that while Cannabis
NB certainly looked at alcohol-related
processes and systems as a starting point,
it recognizes that cannabis is a very different product, not only in terms of physical
attributes like size, weight and packaging,
but also in terms of regulation, public
understanding and so on. While Cannabis
NB has beneﬁted from the New Brunswick
Liquor Corporation’s experience with
controlled substances, he says most of the
processes and systems related to cannabis
have been developed to recognize the
differences.
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LIFT TRUCKS

| By Treena Hein

FORKLIFT TRAINING
BY SIMULATOR
VIRTUAL REALITY PROGRAMS
CAN TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL

F

orklift operator training
involves three main steps:
classroom/theory, hands-on
training and evaluation –
and the second step is now
being augmented at some
ﬁrms by virtual reality (VR)
technology.
Besides that development,
there is one other recent
change to how the basics of
operator training is being delivered, and
it also has to do with software. “I’ve
noticed recently that some companies
offer the theory portion of the training
online before the trainer goes onsite to
conduct the hands-on practical training
and evaluation,” reports James Taylor,
trainer at Rob’s Forklift Repair in Maple
Ridge B.C. “But I’m not a fan of this process, as it’s to easy for someone to skim
through the information and use a smart
phone to look for the answers to the
quizzes.”
Devon Love has also noticed how computer-based training during the theory/
classroom component has been gaining
industry acceptance over the last few years.
The marketing coordinator at forklift
trainer Leavitt Machinery in Langley, BC
notes that this type of training can provide
important beneﬁts for certain students.
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For example, for those with learning
disabilities or with English as a second
language, the use of computer-based lessons provides the opportunity to take in
the material at a slower pace, without
having to deal with the pressure of keeping up with the pace comfortable for most
‘normal’ peers in a classroom setting.
Leavitt Machinery ensures the degree of
comprehension of speciﬁc students in its
computer-based training programs (making sure employers have full conﬁdence
in who has truly completed them) through
identity veriﬁcation and additional verbal
questions during the hands-on exam.

The VR era
Virtual reality is now part of the second
step in forklift training (hands-on) at
some ﬁrms. During this step, VR programs
can provide important beneﬁts, chiefly
because they allow trainees to experience
what it’s like to operate a forklift in a simulated warehouse environment without
putting anyone’s safety at risk, and without
the need for designated training space
or for a trainer to be present.
The addition of VR also makes the overall quality of forklift training higher, in
the view of Dave Norton, vice-president
of corporate quality and customer care
at The Raymond Corporation, because
INSIDE Logistics OCT OB
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“We’ve had
one customer so
far that’s having
non-warehouse
staff do some of
our VR education
so that they gain an
understanding and
appreciation of
the challenges
faced by forklift
operators.”

it’s very standardized
who are more conﬁdent
and expectations
and proﬁcient right out of
are clear. “However
the gate.” The system also
additional training
won this year’s MHI Award
– Raymond’s Dave Norton
in the workplace is
for Best New Innovation,
required to become
and was on display at the
familiar with speciﬁc operator Modex show in Atlanta.
guidelines, obstacles, clearances,
Raymond Corporation is continuously
high-trafﬁc areas and so on,” he updating the lessons based on the feedexplains.
back it gathers from customers, and is also
Raymond’s Virtual Reality adding more content so that learning is
Simulator involves plugging a reinforced and understanding of various
VR headset into the ﬁrm’s pat- tasks is deepened. “Customers are also
ent-pending sPort (simulation asking for more complicated lessons for
port) found on existing pro- their experienced employees, with more
duction models of Raymond trafﬁc, more people, more trucks,” Norton
forklifts (old and new), and adds. “They also want their existing opertherefore does not require the ators to go through the learning modules
purchase and storage of dedi- because it results in standardized expeccated training trucks/booths. tations and everyone behaving in the same
During training, the forklift way. It’s about safety and efﬁciency. And
is disconnected from regu- we’ve had one customer so far that’s havlar operation but all the ing non-warehouse staff do some of our
VR education so that they gain an undercontrols work.
As with others, the standing and appreciation of the chalRaymond Virtual Reality lenges faced by forklift operators.”
Simulator lessons progress
Evelyn Velasquez-Cuevas, manager of
from a very basic level to product sales and training at Yale Materials
much more complicated Handling, has also seen some customers
tasks. “Companies are tell- using her ﬁrm’s VR training to reinforce
ing us that our VR program safe operating habits with experienced
is very effective and enables operators.
quick progression,” says
Yale’s VR forklift training system
Norton, “with operators includes a movement-simulating motion
platform and standard Yale lift truck controls. Yale’s system can be customized to
exactly reflect the customer’s facility – the
Yale’s VR training offering uses a moverment simulator and standard lift-truck
layout, part numbers, racking, product
controls.
types and more. The motion platform
simulates all the normal movements of a
forklift, even going over a crack in the
continued on page 27
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Ken Blowes
Operating Engineer
20 years, VersaCold

VersaCold is a food-first company. With
over 70 years of supply chain experience,
we’re a diverse team dedicated to ensuring
the safety, quality and freshness of the
food families eat—every step of the chain.
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LIFT TRUCKS

|
a stock-car with VR, but doesn’t mean I
can step into the real thing and drive it
safely.”
For Love’s part, while she has not had
the opportunity to try a VR training system, her experience with trying units
related to elevated lifts and earth-moving
equipment and seeing others use them
allows her to provide a cautionary observation. In her view, trainees using VR tend
to ‘gamify’ training by pushing virtual
machines to their limits rather than
respecting limits and working safely within
them – and this might result in a perilous
sense of false conﬁdence.

The training landscape

Raymond’s VR system plugs into the Lift-truck’s simulation port and allows the trainer to set
various scenarios depending on the student’s level of expertise.

floor, explains Velasquez-Cuevas. “This
provides the truest, most authentic experience in a VR environment,” she notes,
“and helps prevent motion sickness that
some operators experience.” Yale’s VR
training is available for its reach truck,
order selector, four-wheel counterbalanced and three-wheel stand.
In addition to scoring trainees on safe
operation, the Yale VR simulator can also
judge if operators use or stray from the
most efﬁcient routes, with lots of real-time
feedback. It also provides information
that hands-on training with a human
trainer nearby can be difﬁcult to obtain,
such as an exact speed reading.
“It optimizes the learner’s experience
by giving them more touchpoints and
helping them feel more conﬁdent and
comfortable, while doing things at their
own pace,” Velasquez-Cuevas observes.
“Also, it allows in-person training to be
more appropriately geared toward their
skill level, since the simulator can provide
a baseline of their ability to handle the
lift truck.”
The ability to create individual training
plans, she says, gives ﬁrms a more streamlined process and makes it easier to manage the onboarding of new operators.
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For Taylor about 70 per cent of the training is for new trainees and the rest is
re-certiﬁcation. “With those numbers I
would say that warehouse and distribution
centres are having a hard time ﬁnding
people who have gone through a training

“It allows in-person
training to be more
appropriately geared
toward their skill level,
since the simulator can
provide a baseline of
their ability to handle
the lift truck.”
– Yale’s EvelynVelasquez-Cuevas

Reflections on VR
Taylor had not heard of VR forklift training but says he ﬁnds the concept very
interesting. “This would be a very useful
tool to add to the training process,” he
concludes. “It would let the operators get
used to control functions of the machine
and it would also take away a lot of the
stress and nervousness they may feel if
they have never stepped on a machine
before. This training tool could easily be
incorporated into a training program,
but should not replace hands-on practical
training and evaluation. I can go and drive

program,” he says. “I ﬁnd a big reason for
this is that you have operators out there
with years of experience but have not
done the training as they were unaware
it is a regulation.”
He stresses that even if employers do
hire someone with current training, they
should have them go through their own
site-speciﬁc familiarization as all work
environments vary. This can be done with
their own in-house trainer or they can
book a trainer to come in.
And on that hiring note, while VR may
be changing forklift training, it may also
come to be used commonly as a recruitment tool. Companies can bring the Yale
simulator to a career fair for example,
says Velasquez-Cuevas, and verify, at least
at a basic level, that those claiming previous experience actually have it.
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RETROFITTING

| By Derek Rickard

WAREHOUSE
GROWING
PAINS?
RETROFIT YOUR
OUR EXISTING WAREHOUSE WITH AUTOMATION

W

ith the rising popularity of
e-commerce, SKU proliferation
and customer preferences for
more variety, many warehouses
are operating at full capacity. Given these
new market demands, most traditional,
manual warehouses are struggling to keep
up. They are often hindered by inefﬁcient
processes, outdated equipment and a
lack of available storage space. When
companies reach this boiling point, where
their existing warehouse can longer support growing inventory levels and order
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volumes, most think the logical solution
is to uproot their operations to a new,
larger building.
In fact, a recent study found that the
average new warehouse constructed in
the United States between 2012 and 2017
had more than doubled in size from those
built between 2002 and 2007 – an increase
of 108,665 square feet and 3.7 feet in
height. But new construction can be both
costly and time-consuming, requiring
resources that many companies lack. And,
for those looking to go the rental route,

vacancies are limited, and rental prices
are higher than ever.
Instead of a drastic location move, companies can retroﬁt their current facilities
with automated solutions. Though automation is often viewed as technology reserved
for new, modern construction projects,
robotic material handling hardware and
automation software can be used to optimize efﬁciency and better utilize available
resources even in older facilities.
By retroﬁtting an existing facility, warehouses can realize the following beneﬁts:
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1 Optimized material flow
Order fulﬁllment speed and accuracy are
more important than ever for companies
to stay competitive. Manual facilities can
implement flexible, automated solutions
to optimize the flow of goods for both
small, direct-to-consumer orders or large
shipments for retailers. Warehouses can
thereby get more orders out the door and
to customers, faster and with complete
accuracy.
For example, warehouses that store
products in totes or bins can beneﬁt from
a goods-to-man picking solution. These
systems use an automated storage and
retrieval system (AS/RS), gantry robots,
a shuttle device and a high-speed conveyor
system to transport goods to order picking
stations.
When a SKU is required for an order, the
nearest corresponding tote is retrieved and
automatically transferred to a staff member
at an ergonomic picking station. This system enables rapid handling and faster
fulﬁllment, and can be up to six times more
efﬁcient than manual picking alone.
Able to achieve higher accuracy with
shorter lead times, facilities can increase
throughput for greater proﬁtability. And
with more efﬁcient operations, companies
can eliminate redundant processes for
greater time and cost savings.

2 Better space utilization for
SKU variations
Many older warehouses were designed
with lower SKU quantities in mind, resulting in less square footage and lower ceiling heights than facilities built today.
These smaller footprints leave limited
room for the bulky racks, shelving and
storage systems needed for manual operations, leaving companies feeling strained
in their existing space.
As SKU variations and inventory volumes
grow – particularly during peak seasons –
manual warehouses struggle to ﬁnd adequate storage space for the influx of products. They need an efﬁcient solution for
storage and retrieval that makes both
fast- and slow-moving items easily accessible, without taking up limited square
footage or impeding the movement of
staff and equipment around the facility.
An AS/RS can create high-density stor-
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age areas to optimize space utilization,
even in buildings with a small footprint
and low ceiling height. For example, a
floor-based storage system in which goods
are stacked on the warehouse floor and
retrieved from overhead can replace massive conveyor sequencers and shelving,
using up to 50 percent less space than
traditional methods. This layout ensures
that all fast-moving products can quickly
be picked, and that slow-moving products
are easily accessible when needed.

Instead of a drastic
location move, companies
can retroﬁt their current
facilities with automated
solutions. Though automation
is often viewed as technology
reserved for new, modern
construction projects, robotic
material handling hardware
and automation software can
be used to optimize efﬁciency
and better utilize available
resources even in
older facilities.
Warehouses can further optimize storage space by integrating these systems
with a Warehouse Control System (WCS)
to handle inventory management and
replenishment. The system will maintain
optimized inventory levels, ensuring that
the right SKU is always available for rapid
order fulﬁllment without the associated
costs of carrying overstock.

3 Reduced labour requirements
Across almost every industry, warehouses
are experiencing labour shortages as older,
seasoned workers begin to retire. The
younger generation is less attracted to
labour-intensive jobs like warehousing and
distribution, creating high competition
among companies for skilled workers –
particularly in highly concentrated, industrial areas. Lacking enough staff to keep
up with orders, manual facilities easily fall
behind, and existing staff are stretched
too thin. As a result, some businesses con-

sider moving their operations to areas with
a larger labour pool.
Instead of relocating and opting for new
construction, companies can retroﬁt their
facilities with automated solutions to not
only ﬁll the gaps left by insufﬁcient staff,
but also cut labour costs and keep operations running 24/7. These solutions also
free up existing workers from transporting
and picking the majority of products in
the warehouse, allowing them to take on
more sophisticated positions, such as
supervising order fulﬁllment and overseeing products that require special
handling.

4 Rapid return on investment
Despite the high capital investments and
long timelines of a new construction project, many companies are still hesitant
when it comes to taking on a retroﬁt. While
they often perceive automation as a massive, expensive project, it does not have
to be an all-or-nothing implementation.
A modular, scalable system can be
installed through a phased approach so
that warehouses can gradually expand
their automation over time. These systems
then operate as “islands” of automation
within a manual facility, and can then be
scaled with business growth. And while
moving to a new facility often causes a
decline in productivity, a turnkey, modular robotic system can be installed without disrupting operations. This approach
keeps costs down and helps businesses
generate a faster return on investment.
For companies outgrowing their existing
manual facilities, automation technology
can be used to overcome the challenges
caused by space constraints, inefﬁcient
processes and outdated equipment.
Equipped with the right solutions, warehouses can optimize efﬁciency and make
the most of existing resources to meet
changing market demands and accommodate future growth.

Derek Rickard is distribution
systems sales manager for
Cimcorp.
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Vision-guided robotic picking
and machine-tending requirements.
“Partnerships with leading-edge technology suppliers such as Cognex allow us
to offer best-in-class automation solutions
to our customers,” says Rob Veldhuis,
director of sales at Systematix.

Unstructured bin picking
The complete work cell utilized seven
Yaskawa robots to remove the actuators
and wire mats from their respective shipping containers, place the parts into nests,
The task requires the robots to remove actuators
and mats from shipping containers.

PROGRAMMING ROBOTS to pick ran-

domly oriented parts from shipping containers or bins continues to be one of the
most challenging automation tasks,
requiring extensive engineering knowledge and complex system design.
Thanks to the growing capability of
today’s cost-effective smart cameras, skilled
automation integrators are able to solve
bin-picking applications faster and more
cost-effectively than ever before. As a
result, manufacturers are now able to
automate additional assembly applications
and achieve new cycle-time records while
avoiding retooling and the additional costs
of specialty shipping containers.
For one such project, full-service automation integrator Systematix Inc. brought
together a multidisciplinary team of engineers to solve a vision-guided robot (VGR)
bin-picking application as part of a work
cell for automotive seat lumbar-actuator
assembly.

Slow manual processes
The automotive customer’s existing,
low-volume production line depended
on up to four manual workers to transfer
full bins from a feeder conveyor to the
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One of the critical
challenges when designing
this work cell was how to
program a robot to
reliably pick up randomly
ordered parts

assembly table, pick each actuator from
the loosely arranged bin, and remove
dividers inside the bin to reach the next
layer before finally placing each actuator
into a specialized nest for final assembly
with a wire mat. Producing each part took
approximately 90 seconds, mainly because
of the difficulty of manipulating the sharpedged, flexible wire mat. While this was
acceptable for a time, higher volumes
required an automated solution.
Systematix developed a compact VGR
solution. Using a discrete distance measurement sensor, a Cognex In-Sight 8000
ultra-compact vision system with PatMax
RedLine pattern-search capability mounted
on a vertical slide, and a six-axis robot, the
company improved the customer’s production accuracy while reducing cycle time

and make all final assembly connections.
One of the critical challenges when
designing this work cell was how to program a robot to reliably pick up randomly
ordered parts with high accuracy and
speed to meet the new work cell cycle-time
requirements of five seconds per assembly
without having to redesign the shipping
containers, which would add cost and
affect other production steps.
The existing containers, which are
used throughout the production facility,
include corrugated dividers to separate
one layer of actuators from the next.
While this cost-effective solution allows
the same container to be used on multiple
lines throughout the plant, it also means
that actuators are not secured in the bins,
which causes them to shift during
transport.
As a result, each randomly positioned
INSIDE Logistics OCT OB E R 2018

part must be located before it can be
picked up by a robot. Furthermore,
because each bin has several layers, the
vertical distance from the robot to the
layer divider must be recalculated as the
bin is emptied.
A typical setup using a 3D sensor – such
as a low-resolution, low-speed time-offlight sensor, a laser-scanning triangulation sensor, or two cameras arranged in
stereovision configuration – requires a
lot of time to capture the image, send it
to a separate computer or device for processing, execute advanced 3D analysis
algorithms, and communicate the results
to the robot. By reducing the problem to
2D part location and using a photoelectric
distance-measurement sensor to provide
the third-dimension (height) informa-

tion, the final solution achieved much
faster cycle times without the complexity
and cost of traditional 3D machine vision
solutions.

Simplified 3D vision
Early in the design cycle, Systematix engineers realized that achieving a five-second
cycle time was going to be challenging
on multiple fronts. Not only did the
machine vision system need to be able to
locate parts in random orientation at high
speed and locate dividers within shipping
containers, but even the bin change
needed to happen as quickly as possible.
The strategy to negate this was to pick
one piece from the bin behind the typical
pick bin. This allowed more time for the
empty bin to move out and the new bin

to advance while still satisfying the
demands of the main line to have a new
part for the assembly every five seconds.
To reduce the complexity of the
machine vision program and further cut
cycle times while constraining costs, engineers paired an IFM Efector 200 photoelectric distance-measuring sensor and a
Cognex In-Sight 8000 smart camera
mounted to an IAI servo-driven slide. The
photoelectric sensor measures the vertical
distance to the bin divider. Once that
distance is calculated, the slide moves up
or down to maintain a fixed distance
between the camera and the divider surface. This action eliminates the need to
calculate the scale of the image the 2D
camera sees as the bin layers empty and
the parts become farther away.

Strengthening safety
PEER BEARING, a manufacturer of bear-

ings for many industries including, agriculture, industrial transmission and
material handling, is enhancing its safety
efforts with the help of Crown Equipment.
The manufacturer is now able to use
operational data from its forklift fleet and
reinforce safe operating practices
throughout its 200,000-square-foot distribution centre.
PEER Bearing’s distribution centre, part
of the company’s North American headquarters facility in Waukegan, Illinois,
handles bearings manufactured throughout the company’s global network of facilities. It receives approximately 100 pallets
of material each day while also processing
a variety of outbound orders ranging from
single packages to full pallets. PEER
Bearing’s forklift fleet at the facility
includes a variety of Crown order pickers,
reach trucks, stand up counterbalance
trucks and very narrow aisle turret trucks
among others.
With safety being a cornerstone of its
company culture, Peer Bearing’s warehouse personnel regularly consider new
tools that can help reinforce positive
behaviour. As a result, they selected Crown
Equipment’s InfoLink fleet and operator
management system to capture and package operational data so they could make
insidelogistics.ca

informed decisions to improve safety.
InfoLink provides impact detection to help
change operator mindsets and make safety
a priority in their day-to-day operations.
Additionally, the system’s electronic preshift inspections help ensure every forklift

The system helps
reinforce safe
behaviours in forklift
operators.

is safe to operate and the company’s inspection system is OSHA compliant.
“InfoLink is a great addition to our fleet.
Our operators have become more aware
as to safety and the operation of the trucks.
The impact detection feature is certainly
a great deterrent to preventing those
behaviors that would cause operators to
get into accidents,” said Leo Linval, assembly and repack supervisor for Peer Bearing.
“InfoLink has deﬁnitely contributed to
the safety in our operation by being
another set of eyes out on the floor when
supervisors obviously can’t be everywhere
at once.”
In addition to PEER Bearing’s successful implementation of InfoLink in its fleet
of Crown trucks, Linval also attended a
two-day Crown Equipment Demonstrated
Performance TrainSafe Train-the-Trainer
course where he developed the skills and
tools necessary to efﬁciently train his colleagues regarding truck features and safe
operation.
“It gave me a lot of insight into the
safety and the OHSA standards that go
into the overall safety of our operations,”
said Linvall. “I have a plethora of tools
at my disposal that I can use to correct
bad behaviours and to help drivers
improve on current behaviours that they
may have.”
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NOW IN STOCK

The latest and greatest solutions
on the market for warehousing,
inventory control and distribution

COUNTING SCALE

AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS SUITE
Seegrid has released a new vision-guided vehicle, new data
analytics and reporting, and enhanced the functionality of its
Seegrid Supervisor fleet management software.
The latest vehicle, the GT10 Series 6 Plus, increases the
autonomy of Seegrid self-driving vehicles by using rear-facing
sensors to detect obstacles while autonomously hitching
to carts. This new vehicle offers fully automated material
movement from pick-up to drop-off, removing the need for
human assistance.
On Seegrid’s data analytics offering, dashboard views provide customers with insight into the movement of materials in
their facility and the productivity of their entire fleet.
Seegrid Supervisor, the fleet management software, now
manages more tasks, such as the automatic pairing of
available vehicles with work tasks, standardization of vehicle
behaviors, and auto-building route maps.

FOR MORE
NEW PRODUCT
REVIEWS
VISIT

Alliance Scale has released
an easy-to-use counting
scale that uses advanced
software for counting and
packaging parts, and offers
a 30-item library data
storage function.
The Alliance Ohaus Ranger
Count 3000 Series counting
scale is easy to operate
using eight function keys,
including sample and tare
keys, and a full numeric
keypad with three backlit
LED displays. Autooptimization software
reduces errors and ensures accuracy, and it offers a 30-item library
that can store 12-digit part numbers, average piece weights or
counts, and other parameters with quick retrieval.
Producing accurate results within one second, the scale is capable
of supporting two-scale counting through an optional second
platform. This scale includes a standard RS232 port and can be
equipped with an optional second RS232 port, Ethernet, USB port,
and a printer.
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TILT TABLE FOR TIRES

TRAILER STABILIZER

LiftWise has introduced the Tilt Table, designed to safely
tilt and position weighted tractor tires from a horizontal to
vertical position. Once a tire is in the vertical position, it
can be more easily picked up and transported by separate
machinery, such as the LiftWise Tire Handler. The Tilt Table is
suited for operations needing to stock and install large tires,
With a maximum capacity of 5,250 pounds, the new Tilt Table
has 10 rollers for positioning tires up to 86 inches in diameter.
Hardwired for electrical power, the unit offers raise, lower
and emergency stop functions. Ratchet straps secure the
tire in place before leaving the horizontal position, and two
hydraulic cylinders power the table.

Trailer landing gear is getting a new best friend – the TS-5000
Trailer Stabilizer by Rite-Hite. The new stabilizing design, with a
wide top plate, twin vertical supports and dual base plates, will
decrease the risk of landing gear collapse when the unit is properly
positioned.
The static load capacity of the Trailer Stabilizer is 70 tons (140,000
lb.), which is more than three times the combined maximum weight
allowed for a forklift and load today.
The Trailer Stabilizer comes with an extra-wide top plate (12 inches
by 66 inches) and covers up to 65 per cent of a trailer’s width. The
two base plates are 10 inches by 16 inches. Three 13-inch tires and
ergonomic positioning handles allow the Trailer Stabilizer to be
moved into position easily. An optional communication flag alerts
workers and truck drivers that the unit is properly positioned.
The unit extends up to 56 inches and retracts down to 40 inches
meaning it can service nearly all trailer configurations on the road.

FREEZER-RATED AGV
GROCERY PALLET
ORBIS Corporation has introduced a new pallet to its
XpressPal family. The XpressPal (XP) Grocery pallet is
designed to ship finished goods from distribution centres to
retail stores.
The new legs on the XP Grocery pallet are round, making
the pallet compatible with similar pallets on the market and
increasing the pallet’s impact performance in rugged grocery
environments. In addition, the XP Grocery pallet’s legs are
now 18 inches apart. This gives forklifts maximum room to
remove stacked pallets without the pallets sticking together,
allowing for easier handling.
The pallet’s top deck includes a molded-in texture to
minimize load shifting. The texture increases friction, so
goods are less likely to slip off. In addition, the XP Grocery
pallet’s top deck includes ergonomic handle holes so the
pallet can be manually moved or unstacked, making it an
applicable option for manual and automated systems. For
additional anti-slip friction, rubber grommets are available.
The XP Grocery pallet is a one-piece fully hygenic plastic
pallet. The one-piece high-pressure injection-molded
construction gives the pallet a high strength-to-weight ratio
and the ability to withstand rugged handling. The pallet’s
flow-through design eliminates areas where contaminants,
such as dirt, dust and liquid, can collect.
Its weight capacity is 2,800 pounds and 1,140 XP Grocery
pallets fit in one truckload.
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Dematic has released a freezer-rated narrow-aisle reach AGV
specifically designed to operate autonomously in chilled and
freezer environments. The AGV can operate permanently in
temperatures down to -23°C and intermittently as low as -29°C.
With a lift height that can access five levels of racking in a typical
warehouse, a 2,500 pound load capacity, and a reach mechanism
to handle double-deep racking, the AGV is suited for automating
operations in existing freezer
distribution facilities.
While the challenge of cold
termperatures means human
workers might need to spend 10
to 20 minutes of every hour out of
the freezer, AGVs can operate 24x7,
picking and transporting product
in the frozen environment and
delivering that product seamlessly
to warmer temperature shipping
areas.
“Finding people to work in chilled
and freezer environments is
challenging,” says Nathan Wolf,
director of Mobile Automation,
North America for Dematic. “Our
customers can use these AGVs in
the frozen areas of their distribution
facilities to create a fully automated
‘lights out’ automation solution.”
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UNLEASH YOUR SOFTWARE
Optimize your assets

WITH YEAR-OVER-YEAR e-commerce

growth so high, serving this demand has
operations reaching full capacity in their
current buildings and struggling to find
enough labour. Real estate inventory near
urban centres is shrinking and becoming
increasingly expensive, while the labour
pool is dwindling and subject to high
turnover.
Customers continue to demand fast
delivery and a broad selection of inventory
options. And with no physical storefront,
order-fulfillment operations bear much
responsibility for the e-commerce customer experience.
But delivering on the mandate of speed
and selection is not so simple. Labour
and space constraints make adding more
workers and expanding storage an expensive proposition with inconsistent results.
Rather, operations must work smarter
with what they have – making software a
key factor in any solution.
Order fulfillment requires complex processes syncing together workers, inventory, automation and various software
systems to get the right orders out the
door at the right time. With so many moving parts, there are plenty of opportunities
for inefficiencies to emerge and leave
valuable equipment, employees and other
assets overly congested in some areas
while idle in others.

The WMS gatekeeper
Traditionally, a warehouse management
system (WMS) is the gatekeeper responsible for kicking off these processes. The
WMS plans large batches of work then
pushes it down to the employees, equipment and workstations to execute, with
no ability to make adjustments once in
progress – even if a more efficient option
emerges to balance the workload.
Normally, the WMS lacks views into
equipment, labour balancing and congestion, making its plans out of sync with
what is actually happening on the floor.
This leaves operations subject to a series
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of spikes and lulls, with assets left dormant
or pushed beyond capacity.

Real-time WES
On the other hand, a warehouse execution system (WES) has a real-time view to
this lower-level labour, order and equipment data, enabling it to pull orders based
on live status on the floor. Flipping this
dynamic from pushing work to the floor
to pulling orders based on current capacity can turn peaks and valleys into a more
even flow and glean more efficient performance from existing assets.
Take an order consolidation process,
for example. Inventory travels from storage locations to put-wall cubbies. The
WMS releases orders for the entire put
wall in a singular large chunk. As the work
progresses, cubbies begin to lie empty but
cannot be individually reassigned, instead
leaving unused capacity until the next
wave of orders. Upstream anomalies can
also leave pack waves incomplete, meaning open cubbies lie dormant and employees are left to adapt with manual sortation
in order to force-close the wall and free
capacity for the next wave.
WES handles cubby assignments at a
much smaller scale, attributing discrete

orders to discrete cubby locations. This
shift from wave-to-wall to order-to-cubby
improves utilization and allows greater
throughput without expanding physical
infrastructure.
Closing out and continuously reassigning individual cubbies not only avoids
dormant slack time, but relieves congestion by preventing large blocks of work
frombeing released all at once. Pulling
work down to the floor based on put-wall
cubby status, rather than pushing it down
without that visibility enables WES to prioritize the right work.
This helps balance the constant flow of
new orders entering the building due to
e-commerce, a characteristic not found in
traditional store replenishment. Think of
it as a shift from the onslaught of rush hour
traffic to a more even flow designed to
make the best use of available capacity.
But beyond a more efficient warehouse,
applying an execution later that can
orchestrate the fulfillment process within
the four walls provides the ability to meet
challenging service level agreements.
After all, customers want what they want,
when they want it – sometimes as soon as
the next couple hours. Making assignments on the basis of individual orders
enables operations to consider priority
and fast-track select orders to meet aggressive service level agreements.
Of course, e-commerce fulfillment is a
delicate balance. Pushing the envelope
to enable ever-faster delivery also comes
with costs – and the need to keep them
in check and preserve profitability.
Data is becoming increasingly important, both for tracking customer preferences and for optimizing key business
processes. With WES, data is captured
throughout the order fulfillment lifecycle
to provide meaningful insights. Taking
advantage of lower-level equipment,
order and process data fuels the digital
transformation to drive business results
in the modern connected distribution
centre.
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L E A R N I N G CU R V E

CAREER TRANSITIONS
A personal perspective

MOST PEOPLE LOOK BACK on the road

they took to reach career fulﬁllment – or
at least the one they took to get to where
they are now – and they see a path breaking off into plenty of forks. Maybe you
got tired of your workplace and saw
advancement opportunities elsewhere.
Possibly a family or personal circumstance
forced a career change. Perhaps your
industry or sector evolved and took you
in a new direction.
If you currently ﬁnd yourself working
in the very ﬁeld you hoped you would
when you were a youngster – congratulations! You are one of a select few who
have persevered long enough to ensure
an outcome that is often far from
certain.
Change is constant and it’s often tough,
or impossible, to see it coming. Usually
the best we can do is react quickly while
we are getting thrown off course once
again. Either way, the ideal way to handle
change is to be proactive and take control
of your own destiny.
Personally, I joined the family business
when I was in my mid-20s. I loved parts
of it and learned a lot, but the business
plateaued and I ﬁgured my opportunities
were limited.
I decided to start my own company –
InTransit Personnel, a stafﬁng and placement company providing talent sourcing
in transportation, distribution, logistics
and manufacturing. Over 23 years the
business flourished, and after my husband
joined the company we just kept growing.
I was working in a career I loved, and
creating something from nothing, with
the help of tremendous staff and great
customers.
But by 2016 I began to feel myself coasting onto a plateau again. My husband and
I also began viewing InTransit through
the added lens of our personal career
trajectories. The business was successful
but some complacency had crept in, and
we didn’t want anything to interfere with
our company’s long-term sustainability.
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is director of client
development, In Transit /
CPC Logistics Canada.
Tracy@in-transit.com

We decided to do our research. First we
needed to ﬁnd out how people perceived
the company and how we worked. I contacted Aron Pervin, a family business
advisor who hadd previously provided
consulting services to our family business
through the CAFÉ (now known as Family
Enterprise Xchange). He introduced us
to Optimizer720, a tool we used to capture
internal and external stakeholder
feedback.
We were pleased with the external feedback, which showed we had a great industry reputation and were known for
our professionalism and knowledge.
Customers told us we were not taking
advantage of certain revenue opportunities and wanted to see what more we could
offer, but we could work with that.
Feedback from internal stakeholders
was not as complimentary. Employees
wanted us to focus internally and communicate and engage with them a lot
more. These results surprised me – not
in a good way.
I arranged a team meeting and went
through the results. Being in that room
was extremely tough at times, as some
people felt they were unfairly being put
on the hot seat.

But the process fostered transparency,
helped us improve communication and
forced mutual recognition of the problems. And it demonstrated management
really wanted to solve them.
We sprang into action and spent six
months implementing new metrics and
systems to foster accountability. Employees
began pulling together as we coaxed a
new level of performance out of them –
and ourselves. Employees were able to
use their experiences to slingshot forward
in their career trajectories, reaping
beneﬁts from their hard work. We used
the ﬁndings from external stakeholders
to enhance and diversify our services. We
climbed from a plateau to a peak.
Originally we hoped we would discover
a few efﬁciencies and improve our focus.
We got far more than that. Corporately
it was a success. But what about that new
lens we wanted to look through? What
about our career trajectories?
While we were acting on our results, we
were approached by industry investors
who asked whether we would sell the company. By spring, 2017 we had received
ﬁve unsolicited offers.
While we hadn’t begun our self-improvement journey with this goal in mind, the
offers were compelling. There was a fork
in the road, and being acquired was the
right thing for us.
Our new owner, a large enterprise that
wanted to expand its Canadian coverage
through its purchase of InTransit, was
attracted to our team’s talent and our
ability to appeal to a larger client group.
This outcome may not be right for everyone. Certainly we could have remained
independent, using our newfound feedback to keep growing.
Ultimately, doing our research sharpened our focus. We embraced processes
that worked and discarded those that
didn’t. We engaged staff and informed
ourselves. We learned a lot. And we can
take that knowledge with us anywhere,
down any road.
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What’s the
most rewarding
career decision
you’ll ever make?

Your best choice for
complete career-long
OHDUQLQJ FHUWLÀFDWLRQ
in supply chain logistics

Earning the CCLP® designation is easily the single best thing you
can do to boost your career prospects. It can set you up for better
pay, more advancement opportunities, and a range of management
pathways and options across the sector. Plus, you’ll develop
and demonstrate cross-functional capabilities that can deliver
better business results—and more personal job protection.
Depending on your background, your CCLP designation
might be within closer reach than you think. Call or click
WR¿QGRXWLI\RXTXDOLI\IRUDGYDQFHGVWDQGLQJ

www.citt.ca/cclp • 416.363.5696
®CCLP &
&,77&HUWLÀHG/RJLVWLFV3URIHVVLRQDO LVDUHJLVWHUHGWUDGHPDUNRI
I&
&,77

Follow us on
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LEADING EDGE

YOU MADE A MISTAKE
You have hired the wrong person

MORE THAN 30 YEARS AGO my friend

Bruce got the call from a potential
employer: “Thanks very much for coming
in, Bruce. We enjoyed the conversation
but we decided to move in a different
direction.”
It happens all the time. Almost every
available position has a number of interested applicants and typically there’s only
one person hired. There’s not much you
can do about it other than accept the
reality and move on to the next opportunity. Unless you’re like my friend Bruce.
“You made a mistake; you have hired
the wrong person,” was his response.
The employer was a Fortune 500 world
leader in technology and Bruce was in
his late 20s. At the very least it was a bold
statement and at worst it could potentially
burn a bridge to a possible future opportunity. As determined and engaging as
he is now, Bruce had those same traits as
a young man entering the workforce. He
believed in his ability, he thoroughly
understood the position and the requirements, and he knew without a doubt he
could succeed.
Perhaps surprisingly, his response led
to a lengthy conversation and yet another
interview. You guessed it: Bruce got the
job.
Just recently, he retired after a stellar
career with the company that included
numerous promotions and senior level
responsibilities.
So how did Bruce turn a no into a yes
and go on to enjoy a wonderful career?
First of all, Bruce had a strong sense of
his abilities. He thoroughly knew his
strengths and weaknesses. In today’s terms
we would say he was very self-aware.
Throughout his teenage years and early
20s he’d always been a hard worker and
he had a knack for sales. Which is to say,
he could see where there was a need and
he had a solution that ﬁt. He enjoyed the
selling process and he had been successful
at it. He received lots of positive feedback
and believed his sales ability could be the
cornerstone for his career.
insidelogistics.ca

ROSS REIMER
has over 30 years of experience
in transportation/supply chain.
For the last 20 years he has
been president of Reimer
Associates, a recruitment
ﬁrm within supply chain.
rreimer@reimer.ca

‘‘Signiﬁcant numbers
of people are not self-aware
and have not accurately assessed
their strengths and weaknesses.
That’s dangerous ground when
looking for a new career
opportunity. Additionally,
some people I meet with
have done little or no research
on the company they hope
to work for. This is a clear
sign they will not
be a good ﬁt.”

Secondly, Bruce did exhaustive
research on the company he wanted to
work for. He knew they were a world
leader, and he understood their markets.
His application to work for them was no
shot in the dark. Rather, it was a clear and
concise plan on his part to earn himself
a position.
He found the right people to talk to,
and he went in conﬁdent and knowledgeable, which led to step one: the opportunity for an interview.
Third, he wasn’t afraid to fail. His conﬁ-

dence came from his ability, along with
trust that he would ﬁnd an outstanding
sales opportunity with a world-leading
company. That’s the kind of attitude that
led him to jump in and disagree with the
company’s initial assessment of his
interview.
Those of us involved in selling know
that overcoming objections is one of the
critical levers in sales success. When Bruce
argued his case and won himself another
interview, it was all based on a strong
belief in himself that overcame the fear
of failure. This is one of the critical pieces
in successful selling – and in securing a
new job.
As a recruiter, I interview candidates
on behalf of our clients every day. It’s my
job to be the initial gatekeeper and assess
talent and potential ﬁt as it relates to the
position we’re looking to ﬁll. I’ve been at
this for a long time, and yet I’m still surprised at how many people who are looking for a new opportunity don’t even
come close to pursuing a position like my
friend Bruce did early in his career.
Signiﬁcant numbers of people are not
self-aware and have not accurately assessed
their strengths and weaknesses. That’s
dangerous ground when looking for a
new career opportunity. Additionally,
some people I meet with have done little
or no research on the company they hope
to work for. This is a clear sign they will
not be a good ﬁt. Lastly, even when the
opportunity does look like a good ﬁt and
they’ve expressed sincere interest, they
don’t follow up or display a sense of determination that would propel them to the
top of the list.
Most people ﬁnd themselves looking
for a position several times throughout
their careers. It’s worth remembering that
an accurate assessment of your skills, thorough research on the company you are
pursuing, and a focused determination
to secure the role are vital keys in moving
forward. If necessary, be like Bruce – jump
in and boldly state your case. The rewards
can be great.
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SA F E T Y F I R S T

SIX STEPS TO A SAFER WORKPLACE
Managing your fork trucks is key to
ensuring a safe working environment

IN TODAY’S FAST-PACED, just-in-time

workplace, imagine life without the lift
truck. It’s difficult, isn’t it? Sometimes,
it’s just as hard to imagine something
going wrong. Maybe that’s because we
haven’t experienced something going
wrong, or worse yet, we don’t think it can
happen to us.
In the blink of an eye, we can become
a statistic. One of our workers gets injured,
or worse yet, killed. A “jockey” at the wheel
of the lift truck collides with a rack resulting in a multiple rack collapse. A supervisor turns a blind eye to the risks his
operators are taking, just to get the product out the door.
A lift truck has all the possibilities of
something going wrong unless we take
appropriate steps to recognize how this
might happen, and then implement the
proper controls. Let’s examine a few
thoughts:

Have we got the right equipment for
our workplace?
We all know how expensive lift trucks are
and we expect them to last a long time.
And they do. However, the demands we
place on the lift trucks change. We need
greater capacity, to go higher, and faster.
Sometimes the result is taking chances.
It’s hard to place a ¾-ton load in a ½-ton
pickup, or drive a semi in an area designed
for a compact. Make sure the lift trucks
match your workplace environment with
an eye to future needs.

Do we have properly trained drivers?
How often have we heard “he can drive
a car so he should be able to drive the lift
truck”? Lift trucks are different and operators require special training – both theory and practical. Drivers need to
understand what makes their equipment
unique and to demonstrate their ability
in operating it. Only properly trained and
authorized drivers should be allowed to
operate lift trucks.
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truck so we just leave the keys in the ignition.” How many times have we heard or
seen that? If you have more than one
driver of the family car, would you leave
the keys in the ignition? Sounds dumb,
but I think I proved my point. Authorized
drivers should be provided with a key, or
install an electronic device to control who
you authorize to operate your lift trucks.

Do we separate lift trucks from pedestrians?
JOHN VANLENTHE
has 35 years of experience
in the health and safety field
with an extensive knowledge
in lift truck operation and
management. He provides
occupational health & safety
solutions for Workplace Safety &
Prevention Services as
a consultant.

‘‘A lift truck has all the
possibilities of something going
wrong unless we take appropriate
steps to recognize how this might
happen, and then implement the
proper controls.”

How often do we observe operators to ensure
they maintain that skill?
A well-trained operator is an investment
because he or she will save you money
due to fewer incidents, less product damage and greater overall efficiencies. And
equally important, you need to train your
supervisors as well. They need to know
the laws, the equipment used in the workplace and how to properly manage a team
of good operators.

Do we adequately control who operates our
lift trucks?
“We have more than one driver of the lift

Sidewalks, roadways, stop signs and traffic
management are designed with a purpose
– to make it safer for both pedestrians as
well as automobiles. Do we try to do the
same in our workplace? Free-for-all aisles
and blind spots are a recipe for disaster.
Consider implementing walkways, stops
at intersections and pedestrian crosswalks. Take advantage of technology to
help detect vehicle and pedestrian movement. Develop and implement a pedestrian safety program.

Do we hold staff accountable for safe
operation?
When we observe a driver operating in
an unsafe manner, or a pedestrian who
fails to check at a blind intersection, do
we correct that behaviour? Do we take
time for that 10-minute coaching session?
Are supervisors and managers held
accountable to make sure they manage
their staff appropriately? Are good drivers
and pedestrians recognized and rewarded
to encourage good driver behaviours?

Go home safe
Hopefully, we’ve highlighted some of the
risks and factors that need to be considered
to make sure everyone goes home safe at
the end of the day. Although it’s hard to
imagine life without lift trucks in today’s
workplace, it’s even harder to recover from
a disaster when it happens. They say “an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure” and nothing could be more true in
today’s fast-paced workplace.
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